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Nov 28  Scott Jamieson - Dropped off
57-9 for club use.
Tim Burns Tour 18852-2127

Nov 28  Rich Bink was here

Nov 30  Sarah Christopher Does was here

Dec 1  Spruce 16:45
V342 40L1 22 485, TW 485

Simmons 18:45
Dan Yankos 18:45
Harry Gerber 19:07 Board Meeting

Dec 4  Snow Removal

Dec 4  Snow Blow  Dan Yankos 1PM 4PM
Jill Roberts
Jim

Dec 26  Dan Yankos Snow Removal
Check a dome water on
lower floor by bathroom. No water
on a dome floor by telescope
D ense put snowblower in hallway. It was
left in library to thaw out

Dec 30  Parking lot lock failed
Removed yard key lock on
cable, snow removal

Dec 31  Snow Removal, put towel in
Dark room, remove trash from
Xmas party

Jan 6  Return trash cans

Jan 9  16:15-22:30
AD and WW Gem, U LEP, BU ORI, RS TRI
HP AUR, A K CMI, 2 245, 248
246, P R, W PACE
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JAN 12
$2 16:30-22:30 AR AUR, V364 CAS, EF ORI, FH ORI
JAN 13
$2 11:30-14:30
      CLEAR ICE AND SNOW FROM 2 DOME
DAN YANKO 12:00
$2 16:30-19:30
      APAUR, WZ AND, AT MON, YY ERI, EF ORI
      GY ORI, AF GEM, AV HYA, RT CM4, S2 LY, Y CEO
JAN 16
      Henry Geiger
      17:22
      CLOUDED OUT
JAN 18
      EPSILON AUR
JAN 20
      Joel Roberts - Library
      Mag. Binders, Etc. 9:00-10:30am
JAN 25
      DROP OFF DONATED MIRRORS
JAN 30
      CHECK ON DISCORDANT DATA
FEB 2
      SNOW REMOVAL
FEB 3
      16:00-21:30 CLAUR, EP AUR, CW CAS
      MARS PROBLEM W/2 SCOPE WEST S W
FEB 4
      CHECK OUT 2 DRIVE, WORKS IN
      ALL AXES, POSSIBLE BAD CONNECTOR
FEB 10
      SNOW REMOVAL
      17:30-2:00 AC CM1, RW CD/C, LR CAS
      WZ CEP, XX CEP, DF HYA, SX AUR, SS CM
      REPAIR 2 DOME SLIT
      MARS SATURN S 4-6
FEB 11
      17:15
      XZ AND, V364 CAS, HU TAU, RV PER, RU UMI
      AR CM4, MARS, SATURN
      SCOTT JAMIESON, REPLACED TELLYON HOUS
      ON 18" SCOPE TO IMPROVE MOVEMENT.
      WORK SMOOTHER NOW.
FEB 12 17:00 - 18:00 68 Min, CT TAU
AR AUR, TX GEM, SZ LYN, RT PER

20:40pm CST - AL GEM

FEB 13 17:00 - 21:00
BX AND, CW CAS, HP AUR

FEB 18 17:30 - 3:30
HP AUR, YY CAM, CD CAM, AM CMI, ER ORI,
7 PER, AR AUR, YY CMI, TZ BOO, AU VIR,
MARS SATURN S-3-6

FEB 20 TAKE SNOW BLOWER IN FOR
REPAIR, ELECTRICAL WORK IN
DOME

FEB 21 15:15 - 16:15
Jill R. library

FEB 26 Hamilton Dragal of Sky 
Feb 00 - 17:30

Henry Germer 13:25 Carol Germer
Checked Driveway 2nd Same Shining
Dah Youko 500-6pm

Henry Germer 12:20 Meeting

Dah Youko 12:15 pm

Ronell Ch 12:30

MAR 1 17:45 - 4:00 BHAUR, SZ HYA, DI HYA
F2 ORI, RV UMA, TV UMA, AZ VIR, TW BOO

MAR 3 17:45 - 3:00 UU CMA, YV VRI, SZ LYN
Y LEO, EQ TAU, SV CAM, DK HYA, UX UMA,
AA LEO, AO SER, TV BOO
2010

MAR 4
11:30
RETURN SNOW BLOWER
REMOVE GARbage FROM Q SET & HUT

MAR 4
17:45 - 1:00 RY AUR, WY BHA, W UMA
TV BOD, ZZ UMA, UZ PUP

MARCH 5
HENRY G. GERNER 18:16
FR. ORI
JIM SIMS 19:35 CTS Saturn, 1
NORM 17:30-6:00 F & O ORI, UCH

MAR 7
17:30 - 6:00
TV LEO, SX GEM, WW AUR, A1 DRA
SW BOD, ST BOD MARS, SATURN S
March 6th 18:30 Tim Burns key holder

MAR 7
16:00 - 11:15
RCMA, GU ORI, ST PER, TY UMA

MAR 7
DIS 50 - ASTEROID HYC161 -

MAR 8
17:00 - 1:30 SZ UMA, UU UMA, DF UMA, 33 COM

MAR 8
NORM 16:35 - 16:55 dust
17:00 - 19:00
GR PER - FOG

MAR 13
DROP OFF TRASH CANS
PUT UP SNOW FENCE

MAR 15
18:45 - 2:00 GR PER, AF GEM, SZ UMA
AR AUR, DG UMA, AV PUP

MAR 17
1:00 - 4:00 CACK & DOME
SIDE RIGHT IF THE SLIT IS DONE

MAR 18
14:30 - 2:00
TT CNC, DH UMA, AM CMF, RV UMA, UV LEO

MAR 18
11:00 - 4:00 YARD WORK, WORK ON
DOME
AR 19 Sh 11:00 - 2:00 Finish calking 2 dom.

AR 21 Sh 19:30 - 1:00 GK AER, CLAUR, EPAUR, SZ Hya, AV Hya, AH Vir

Simmons 20:50 -

AR 23 Sh 9:00 - 15:00 Yard work

Sh 19:00 - 2:30
CC Com, DF Hya, W2 CED, RW CNC, AT Mon.
TY Boo, UX Uma

Sh Drip off MAS history: files

Tour 15:30 Tim Burris

Sh 19:30 - 23:30
APAUR, AH CMI, CC Com, SZ Hya, UZ PUP

Simmons 14:15
Clean bathrooms

Note: Shop vac model 3150 needs filter bags.
The dust spills right through motor.
Note: South bedroom heater got "stuck" in on mode. I got very hot and had to go.
It a wrap to shot it off. Keep door closed.
Also, floor mats shedding backing. Black dust
is from that.

Simmons 18:18 - Swept 2 entry.
Bad clouds, but...
April 11th
Henry Geren 11:20
Dropped off Christmas lights
More books donated to MAS in memory of Mark Eberl

April 12
Symmons 20:30
2L 20:00-1:00 Rz Cas, Ux UMa

April 14
Yard Work
19:00-1:30 Ap Aur, Tz Boo, Vv Ad Boo, Sz Lyn
One very bright fireball

April 15
2L Cut Grass

April 16
Board meeting
Man Yanko 19:00-22:10

April 17
Jose Roberto 19:10

April 18
Herbert 19:30-3:15 Ls Her
Russell Chat
19:30-3:00
DF Hya, RV CRV, DY Her, V839 Oph

April 19
19:00-4:30
RW CRB, Ar Her, W CRV, AW Vir
Sz Her, Fl Lyk, BR Cyg
Herbert 19:20 UU Her

April 20
19:00-3:00
Zz Boo, Dk Hya, Vz Leo, DF Ser
Uy Boo, CC Her

April 21
Drop off gas for lawn tractor

April 22
Ty Boo xz Dra, Ak Vir, Bh Der
Ux UMa

April 23
Call Heaney
Russell Chat
A Xo Roberts
Henry Geren
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APR 23  Sp  19:15  PUBLIC MTR
   Simmons  19:30
APR 27  Sp  2PS AUR
MAY 4  11:30  Moon Launch
MAY 5  Simmons  20:00
A package was affixed on the front table in the quest to deliver UPS at 10:30.
3 books that were marked a cost.
Sp  T2 Boo, SS Boo, A2 Vir
Sp  Simmons 19:44 raunfor Public Viewing
May 6  Sp  Cut the grass on the hill
      Did not do parking lots
   Sp  Finish cutting the grass
May 16  Sp  FB Files
May 18  Sp  Cut Grass
May 19  Sp  20:00-4:00 UCRC, UCEP, Vstar C3G
   LS Her, RX Her, Hy Lee, B4 Vir
   Simmons 20:00 Venus, Moon, Saturn 2-scope
   Henry Gersner 18:12
   Henry Gersner 19:44
   Perched off truckers
   Rittenburg  All About Telescopes
   Simmons  Meeting, Elections 18:50
   Don Johnson Tim Barlow
   Bob Chaffee
   Scott Jameson
   Will Roberts
   Ken Hoffman
   Scott Jameson
May 22
Members Nite - Clouds

May 23 2010
Dan Yanko turned over MAS records and checkbook to Ken Simmons; put paper towels & liquid soap in bathrooms.

May 28
Simmons' 20:00 Yebo, W Crv but 0:55
19:30 - 4:00 SS Boo, DV Cep, Z2 Boo, DM Cyg, LTM

May 29
Simmons in 10:12 to grab data out of Simmons to get donated 13" Obsession returned w/ telescope at 11:55. Also donated:
- Millennium Star Atlas
- Case of Eyepieces, Collimators: NGC-1384, IXAX
- and a homemade battle from Kyle Darrow.

Thanks Steve for helping. OUT!!!

May 30
19:30 - 4:00
UY Boo, DL Her, RV Crv, UX UMa, WV DL Cep, UX Her

May 31
News: 19:00 - 1:15 XX Cep

May 30
Copy files - Cut grass

June 6
Cut grass in parking lots

June 14
Henry Gerner 18:40 Board Meeting
Al Hoyer 18:00 Board meeting
Deb Yatsko 19:10

June 15
Tim Burris 19:00-

June 18
Open House
Tim Burris 15:30-
B. Garniere 17:30
DIEGO 19:05 - 23:15

DAILY ANKO 1915 - 2230 KEYHOLDER
SWITCH KEYHOLDER NIGHT WITH PAUL Borchard
SATURDAY MOON CARTES WITH 18" OBSSESSION -12957

28/05 - 3:00
APEXER, LS HER, SU CEP, DEC+9 CIB

TSCOPE DRIVE MAY RUN AWAY IN RA
DO NOT USE!

CUT GRASS

CHECK FOR STORM DAMAGE
ALL IS WELL

REPAIR YARD KEY CIRCUIT

Summons 20:40 TZBOO

19:30 - 21:30
KR CYG, V477 CYG, V1034 CYG, Y CYG,
CV CAS, AW VUL, V839 OPH, GP REG, AUR

Henry Gerner V704 CYG KZ DRA 19:14

20:00 - 21:00
V1010 OPH, BS VUL, CD VUL, UU AND
SW LAC

JUL 3

20:00 - 2:30 MEMBERS NIGHT
3 MEMBERS
V346 ARL, CG CYG, V388 CYG, V1964 SB R, T VUL

JUL 9

Summons 19:20 - 2:30 WUBBO, SS CVnTHROUGH CLO
Mayed west last while waiting for Dark
Accords 20:30 - 22:50 Nice Clouds (10 min)

Jimmy D also with you.
Jul 12  Russell Chadet  
Al Hovey  
Jul 13  Russell Chadet - now lawn  
Jul 16  B. Ganiere - delivered liquids 17:50 - 18:20  
Jul 17  Simmons 15:20  
PICNIC  Found gate "locked" butlock only through one chain.  
Al Hovey  
July 18  Henry Garner Key holder  
STORM WILL MOVE IN TONIGHT  
- Checked cable wire size on Z scope.  
July 18  Henry Garner 9:40  
Cleared away branches, weeds, etc around both Entry locks in field.  
Picked up garbage from Picnic area  
and other times. Cleared microwave.  
Put grill away from picnic area  
and 800D-40 the doors to the shed  
Housing the grill and scooter.  

7-25  
10AM - 12:30 Scott Jamieson  
RAW TEST ON 2-SCOPE BUT COULD NOT DUPLICATE RUNAWAY IN ANY MODE,  
WILL TRY OPERATING SCOPE AT NIGHT THIS WEEK TO SEE IF PROBLEM POPS UP.  
MAY BE THERMAL, MOISTURE OR INTERMITTENT CIRCUIT ISSUE. DON'T SEE ANY SIGNAL ISSUES RIGHT NOW.  

DO NOT USE 2 UNTIL WE CAN RIG UP A SENSOR TO KILL DRIVES IF RUNAWAY OCCURS. ALSO WILL INSTALL A MORE CONVENIENT EMERGENCY CUT-OFF MANUAL SWITCH.  

7-31  

cut  PART OF A SET  

NP Simmons 9:40 - 6:90
Aug 7
Simmons Sungy Russell ~ 9:00 am
Workcamp, Apply Rust Inhibitor
Sign Prime A Dome

Aug 7
Henry Gerner 20:35
get your to family friends

Aug 9
Simmons 6:30 8:00 Board Meeting

Henry Gerner 6:36
Daw Yanke
Tim Burns 18:30

Pick up Library Book The Simms 7:36

Power work Sunnset Hut Russell Chabot 9:48
Susan Tim
Mary Neil Ado

Dec 6
Scott Jamieson 16:50 - 21:00

1) Repaired Focuser Extension on Z
2) Installed Mechanical Horizon Limit
on Z, Worked pretty good until
I raised scope to vertical and
smashed it with the scope DEC
Limit Bar.
Will try to make new one
this week.
3) Z is in bad need of cleaning.
Will try to get done this
weekend.
Z Scope still officially "down"

Aug 18
Paul Borchardt took 8" loaner scope
to paint & tweak

Russell Chabot

July 21
Russell Chabot Paint Roof of Buonset Hut
Back in evening to observe

Aug 24
Dan Yanke

2010 Cintas Inspection done
Aug 24  Russell Chabot - Point Reef at Guest Hut
Scott Jamieson -
1) Installed horizon limit on 2.
2) Moved some grass
3) Installed triple wires on west hand paddle button for redundancy.
2 is all right to use!

Aug 27 memset 19:20 - 2:30 8G F2
Scott Jamieson - 2 Scope controller software reloaded to eliminate runaway. 7:00 AM, 14:00

Sz 16:30 -
RT Per, V704 cyg, TW OPA, IRC

Aug 28 SUMERMAN, Chabot, Jimmy D, Scott Jamieson painting the Q-Rat.
Sz New A Dome

Lenny Greiner 19:35
K2 CYG - 00:05 - I needed to run this last night

Dennis McCa
Sz AC and, BU VH, DM CYG, FCCH

memset 19:40 - 2:00 x2 and DZ345, BB Peg

Sept 1  Russell Chabot + Ann Hayman - Chab - Clean
Bathrooms, etc.

memset took ST 9 from 10" to dry descent 17:40 to return 9/2

Sept 3  Return camera to 10". Descant  cap is loose and needs to be replaced

memset 18:00 -

Sept 4  Scott Jamieson - attended all men of 2 scope but turbulence + clouds
Defeated effort
Restored camera on 10" by 200
To operation by exchanging plug
On ST 9 with one from spare ST 9
Will contact SIG about the plug.
Failure that Chris found, will order replacement. 16:00 21:45

Sept 11  Russell Chabot / Cub
Lee Simmons - Key holders: BB Peg
Scott Jamieson - 2 scope

All out 01:15 am Sept 12
CDT
Sept 13 Russell Chast - Broadmoor
Nevada 19:00 - 20:00

Simmons

Sept 15 Ross - II C (Jimmy D) Point

Sept 17 Public Night
DANYANKO 18:30 - 22:00
Simmons 18:00
Tim Burner 19:00
B. Gaerie 19:30 - 21:30
Scott Jameson 19:00 - 22:00

Sept 24 Russell Chast - Meeting
Simmons 7:00 General Meeting
Jenny Gerber 19:32
Jen Schlee
Danyanko

Juliette Announcements
Oct 2nd - Star Party @ Delavan, WI
Visit www.skeptiphic.org
B. Ammer 19:55 - 22:00

Sept 25 DANYANKO - Keyholder 8:20PM - 9:00PM
No Calls - Cloudy Skies

Sept 26 Cut the Grass

1 Paul Bashult 12:00AM - 1:00AM September 15th 2000
Simmons 18:20 Public Night

Old Town 18:35 Public Night
DANYANKO 18:30 Public Night
2010

Oct 8
Henry Gerner 18:40

18:00 - 2:30
TZ AQR, SU CEP, V387 CYG, SZ LYN
TZ ERI, Comet Hartley 2

Oct 9
Messier 18:20 - 2:30 DG Per, B3H Per
Simmons 19:00 - 0:30
Jim Burns Keyholder 19:15
Sue Timlin 19:00 - 18:15

18:00 -
V346 CYG, MY CYG, V380 CAS, DK CYG
Comet Hartley 2

Oct 11
Booth Mtg
Al Howdy 6:50
Tim Burris 8:10
Russell Chabot 6:50

Simmons 18:20
Henry Gerner 18:54
Messier 19:20 - 2:30

Oct 12
Russell Chabot - Practice for Public Meeting
Oct 14
Russell Chabot - Practice again

Oct 15
Open House -
Jill Roberts 18:20
De Simmons 18:25 Parking, V76+Cyg
Messier 18:20 - 2:30 AE Cyg
Danyavco 1830 -
S. Janieson 18:30
Al Howdy 18:30

18:00 -
FT C95, S EAU, VY DEC, EQ T44
AB AND

Russell Chabot

Oct 16
Russell Chabot - Start eyepiece inventory
Henry Gerner 13:48
Come out to homemade Auto Focuser on 12” LX200
Nacht 18:00 - 1:30 DG Luc

Oct 16
X2 AND D, TW AND, RY AUR, TT CET
TW CET, VX, VAC, 61 VAC 59 FOR
JUPITER, GRS EUROPA SHAP TRANSIT
2010

Oct 19: Russell Chabot - continue eyepiece inventory
Oct 22: Meeting - Russell Chabot
          B. Yemen
Oct 25: Russell Chabot - continue eyepiece inventory
Oct 30: Henry Greens Keyholder 17:02

10/6: Simmons 16:50 -
  "Went into bathroom & darkroom
  Monitor in B-dome flakoy, but got it to
  Russell Chabot FZ Del, clouds roll in -
  Out 9:45pm
  Shut-off fans in flakops.

Russell Chabot meeting
Al Honey 14:30
Simmons 19:12

Simmons 15:15 - 17:30
  Troubleshoot focuser for the Tangney's bad
  switch on paddle.
  Found rope light for Russell. It is now on
  bathroom shelf (RD).
  Stacked chains so decorators can move
  about the quonset hut freely.

Dress - 18:15 - LOCIC FREEZER: Deiced it with
  SPRAY - now works.
  UPDATED MPEC & BCR DHT on both LX200's computer

12" LX200 - FOCUS BETTER BUT!!

Typical COLD WEATHER PROBLEMS, LX200 does
NOT TRACK WHEN BELOW 25°;

Leaving @ 19:30 -

Nov 8: Henry Green
  "Deck the halls" with Christmas lights
  Tree trimming
2010

Dec 1
B. Yanusk - delivered artwork

Dec 18
DAN YANKO - snowblowed NAS
Russell - file cabinet

Dec 21
Simmons 16:30 - 21:50
Comm on B-17 and B-24 shuttle errors.
Russell - snow removal

Dec 27
DAN YANKO noon to 1 PM
WE Energies changed out gas meter
module.
There was a package of books by garage
from University of Hawaii from Dr. Tobias Owen
2009 Hubble in Review
Web Atlas of Stars
The Planetary System

2011

Jan 2
Simmons 1:00 pm - 1:40 pm
Collect data from computers

Jan 8
Simmons 4:05 - 10:15, keyholder duty
Very cold. Seems like we had a
family visit us today judging by the
footprints in the snow.
2-scope does not have enough
focus to view Jupiter (or anything for
matter.)

Jimmy D. on obsession for a house.
Rae Sev. Chart
removed "A" number for shopping.
Henry's friends are back.

21 Jan GMT Snow Removal
29 Jan GMT Snow Removal